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Y- Accel is the startup-scaling unit of Yuva, E- cell of
Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business Studies, Delhi
University.

At Yuva SSCBS, we believe that the entrepreneurial
community is an integral part of fostering growth for
startups. We want to help college students start their
own ventures, and above all, to empower the next
generation of entrepreneurs, so that they can set an
example for the generations to come.

Keeping that in mind, we developed our Accelerator
unit, Y Accel, in combination with SIIF to give wings to
the revolutionary ideas which just may change the way
people live.

WHO WE ARE



Our goal at Y Accel is to promote the growth of small scale startups and
facilitate their integration into the startup ecosystem by leveraging our position
as the E Cell of SSCBS and our partnership with SIIF.

We help startups prepare for incubation and funding, all the while equipping our
team members with the necessary know how to become serial entrepreneurs.

We are associating with mentors, angel investors, and investor organizations for
providing the required support.

WHAT WE D0

We are supporting students with startup ideas and those with actual startups to
scale from 0 to 1 by providing Mentoring support, Incubation support, Ancillary
services, and Fundraising.



Business Planning

Investor Outreach

Expansion & Growth Planning

Pitch Preparation

We help in idea and problem validation, team building,
and preparing the overall business model. This also
involves help for startups looking to pivot or re-evaluate
their business model.

We help startups connect with incubtators and provide
access to angel network, to help facilitate the investment
process. We support the team in the overall fundraising
process from seed to VC funding.

We provide guidance and support for expansion and
growth planning. This involves business research,
planning and evaluative decision making.

We assist the startups in preparing pitches for
presentations in investing rounds, summits and client
meetings. Our network of mentors, industry experts and
investors help them curate a pitch that contains exactly
what investors are looking for.

Mail us at: 
yaccel.sscbs@gmail.com

Or visit 
www.yuvaecell.com

WHAT WE OFFER


